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Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 19 Jun 2013 18:09
_____________________________________

this is a thread in honour of our english phriends.

They have fish n' chips there...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 24 Jun 2013 00:21
_____________________________________

they call ferris wheels "eyes"

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 24 Jun 2013 18:36
_____________________________________

They had the Olympics twice

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 25 Jun 2013 00:57
_____________________________________

they used to have Canada, India, Australia, New Zealand, the USA, South Africa, Palestine,
Egypt, Sri Lanka, Jordan, Iraq, Cyprus and Jamaica

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
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Posted by mr. emunah - 25 Jun 2013 01:00
_____________________________________

they have the Old York

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 25 Jun 2013 01:07
_____________________________________

and the old Jersey, Hampshire and Isaac Newton

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in ENGLAND
Posted by moish u.k. - 25 Jun 2013 18:06
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

Their cars have a bonnet in the front and a boot in the back. And they drive on the wrong side of
the road.

I grant you that in America (and other funny places) they drive on the right side of the road.
However in the UK we drive on the correct side of the road!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 25 Jun 2013 18:12
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

"Big Ben"
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Elizabeth Towers

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by moish u.k. - 25 Jun 2013 18:15
_____________________________________

Guys, instead of being jealous, come and visit.

I'm here for you...

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by mr. emunah - 25 Jun 2013 18:24
_____________________________________

If you say that you plan on dressing casual this shabbos, maybe just wear a vest and shorts,
they will look at you like you escaped from the asylum

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by zvi - 25 Jun 2013 21:19
_____________________________________

And quite right too!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 03 Jul 2013 04:26
_____________________________________

Hey, I missed this thread it's great. Keep it going chaps!
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Did you know there is also a Washington and a boston in the USA,

I thought they were just small places near Gateshead.

Now there's a place they don't have in the states.

Here's a great quote for you it was said about Winston Churchill

(you know the one who used to swear at Hitler ??"? when he stood behind him.)

"He mobilised the English language into battle against the Nazis"

Said by..... JFK!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by israel613120 - 03 Jul 2013 04:39
_____________________________________

Don't get me started on this, I could go on and on and on.

One of the great Paradox's of the English language is the correct pronunciation of Tomato, as in
Potato, or is it Tomarto but then we don't say Potarto.

This could be useful when you need to switch off when "she" walks by.

Funny thing... this one is for Moish et al, when I went to Israel, to Yeshiva, I met and got to know
my first Yanks, as we used to call them. And they used to go on about how proper the British
were, try to copy our accents, now this was back in the day in the late 80's when All England
football (soccer) teams were banned from all European football Competitions because of the
way the Hooligans behaved, it was just after Heisel or something like that. So I thought, English,
proper, ha that's a laugh, I bet you've never met a Football hooligan.

That's something you don't get in the States, thank goodness.

But they are not just a British phenomenon they have them in lots of place in Europe too
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========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by nitzotzeloki - 03 Jul 2013 15:21
_____________________________________

you say tomato i say ummmm, thats a rubber ball

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by Lizhensk - 03 Jul 2013 16:27
_____________________________________

thye have VERY expensive plane rides to and from...

can anybody find me tickets to london from israel (not easy jet- oh, they have that too) that arent
prohibitive for a kollel yungerman?

========================================================================
====

Re: Stuff they have or do in England
Posted by zvi - 04 Jul 2013 00:02
_____________________________________

When do you need it for?

========================================================================
====
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